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Abstract

High-resolution biogenic and geologic proxies in which one increment or layer is formed per year are crucial to

describing natural ranges of environmental variability in Earth’s physical and biological systems. However, dating

controls are necessary to ensure temporal precision and accuracy; simple counts cannot ensure that all layers are

placed correctly in time. Originally developed for tree-ring data, crossdating is the only such procedure that ensures

all increments have been assigned the correct calendar year of formation. Here, we use growth-increment data from

two tree species, two marine bivalve species, and a marine fish species to illustrate sensitivity of environmental sig-

nals to modest dating error rates. When falsely added or missed increments are induced at one and five percent rates,

errors propagate back through time and eliminate high-frequency variability, climate signals, and evidence of

extreme events while incorrectly dating and distorting major disturbances or other low-frequency processes. Our con-

secutive Monte Carlo experiments show that inaccuracies begin to accumulate in as little as two decades and can

remove all but decadal-scale processes after as little as two centuries. Real-world scenarios may have even greater

consequence in the absence of crossdating. Given this sensitivity to signal loss, the fundamental tenets of crossdating

must be applied to fully resolve environmental signals, a point we underscore as the frontiers of growth-increment

analysis continue to expand into tropical, freshwater, and marine environments.
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Introduction

Instrumental and observational environmental records

are generally limited to the past 150 years and thus do

not fully capture natural ranges of variability in Earth’s

physical and biological systems (IPCC AR5). However,

these histories can be extended by orders of magnitude

using such proxies as speleothems, ice cores, sediments,

boreholes, and growth increments (tree rings, fish oto-

liths, corals, and bivalves) to benchmark pre-industrial

conditions, quantify low-frequency processes, and

provide context for interpreting modern trends.

Multidecadal to multicentennial histories also increase

the probability of capturing rare, extreme events, and

severe disturbances that can profoundly alter ecosys-

tem productivity and functioning (Foster et al., 1998;

Ciais et al., 2005; Jackson et al., 2009; Reichstein et al.,

2013).

Although proxies can provide longer histories than

instrumental records, they require dating controls to

ensure that the resulting environmental reconstructions

are accurately placed in time. Various radiometric tech-

niques (such as 210Pb, 14C, U-Th, and many others) can

be employed, as can time-specific signatures such as

volcanic horizons, turbidites, or fallout from nuclear
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weapons testing (Baumgartner et al., 1989; Austin et al.,

1995; Weinheimer & Biondi, 2003; Vinther et al., 2006;

Scourse et al., 2012). Layer counts may also be used as a

dating tool if the proxy consists of periodic bands, as

would be the case for annually varved sediments or

growth increments in biological archives, and some

laminae in speleothems (Baker et al., 1993). Under

favorable circumstances, this may better constrain dat-

ing than some radiometric techniques, especially radio-

carbon, for which associated chronological errors can

be more than � 50 years (Scott et al., 2007; Lowe &

Walker, 2015). However, there is still an undetermined

error rate caused by incorrectly identified or missed

bands with cumulative effects that propagate back

through time. Lower-frequency signals may be pre-

served, but higher-frequency, interannual signals likely

will become muted or offset in time, especially in the

early portion of the reconstruction (Baumgartner et al.,

1989; Fritts & Swetnam, 1989).

Originally developed for tree-ring data, crossdating

provides a means by which to control error and gen-

erate reconstructions that are fully annually resolved

(one value per year) and exactly placed in time

(Glock, 1937; Douglass, 1941; Fritts, 1976; Stokes &

Smiley, 1996). This procedure is based on the

assumption that some aspect of the environment lim-

its tree growth, and as it varies, induces a syn-

chronous pattern or growth ‘bar code’ among

samples of a given species and location (Fritts, 1976;

Speer, 2010). Beginning with living samples, the syn-

chronous growth pattern is cross-matched backward

through time starting at the increment formed during

the known year of collection. If an increment has

been missed or falsely identified, the growth pattern

in that individual will be offset by a year relative to

the other individuals in the sample, beginning where

the error occurred. The location of the dating error is

then confirmed by re-examining the wood for the

presence of a false, missing, or partial increment.

Ultimately, crossdating is a process of hypothesis

testing among individual samples to correctly identify

irregularities and with results that can be quantified

and replicated among practitioners. High-frequency

(interannual) signals are captured in the final chronol-

ogy, facilitating the integration of tree-ring data with

instrumental or historical records and maximizing

accuracy in environmental reconstructions. Moreover,

samples with unknown death dates from historical

structures, bogs, or the forest floor may be crossdated

among one another or with live-collected samples to

yield chronologies that far exceed the life span of

individual trees. Considering that forests are broadly

distributed and easily accessible, annually resolved

tree-ring chronologies are leading indicators of long-

term forest dynamics, climate, and impacts of human

land use across a range of temporal and spatial scales.

The global network held in the International Tree-Ring

Databank now includes more than 4300 chronologies,

enabling syntheses across stands, landscapes, and

hemispheres (Grissino-Mayer & Fritts, 1997; St George,

2014).

Beyond trees, an expanding frontier in crossdating

is its application to increments of long-lived animal

species including fish, bivalves, and corals (Cobb

et al., 2003; Black et al., 2005; Butler et al., 2013;

DeLong et al., 2014; Mette et al., 2016). Resulting

chronologies can be used among other applications

to (i) estimate the impacts of climate variability on

growth, (ii) disentangle human and environmental

impacts, (iii) generate ecosystem indicators, (iv)

establish linkages within and across ecosystems and

ocean domains, (v) reconstruct climate prior to the

beginning of the instrumental record, and (vi) esti-

mate population age structure. Chronologies and

associated age data can be of particularly high value

in aquatic ecosystems, especially in the oceans,

where the cost of repeated sampling is prohibitively

high and multidecadal time series are consequently

rare. Crossdating of annual layers remains less com-

mon in speleothems, annual varves, corals, and ice

cores, although this is often due to the difficulty of

collecting multiple replicates (Comboul et al., 2014).

Despite its widespread implementation in tree-ring

records and the recent rise of new datasets and disci-

plines, the importance of crossdating to signal retention

remains poorly quantified. To this end, we assemble

crossdated growth-increment data from several marine

and terrestrial species that represent a diversity of habi-

tats and life histories and then induce dating errors at

conservative rates. In so doing, we illustrate the impor-

tance of crossdating by documenting the extent to

which synchronous environmental signals are

degraded, especially high-frequency variability, cli-

mate-growth relationships, and the frequency and mag-

nitude of extreme events.

Materials and methods

Datasets

Five datasets are included in the analysis, three of which have

been previously published. Two are terrestrial: a blue oak

(Quercus douglasii) stand from southern California (Stahle

et al., 2013) and a Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) stand

from the western Cascade Mountains of Oregon (Table 1). The

remaining datasets are marine, including the bivalve species

Arctica islandica from the central coast of Maine, USA, the

bivalve species Pacific geoduck (Panopea generosa) from the
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northern British Columbia coast, Canada (Black et al., 2009),

and splitnose rockfish (Sebastes diploproa) from the north-cen-

tral California Current, USA (Black et al., 2011, 2014). Incre-

ments (used interchangeably here for ‘rings’) were examined

in cores and cross sections for trees, acetate peels for Pacific

geoduck (Black et al., 2008b) and Arctica shells (Griffin, 2012),

and otolith thin sections for splitnose rockfish (Black et al.,

2005). All otolith and bivalve samples had been photographed

at approximately 50–100 times magnification under a dissect-

ing microscope (Black et al., 2011; Griffin, 2012).

All datasets were visually crossdated using skeleton plot-

ting and list-year techniques (Stokes & Smiley, 1996; Speer,

2010), after which otolith and bivalve increment widths were

measured using IMAGE PRO PLUS v. 9.1 (Media Cybernetics,

Rockville, MD, USA) while tree-ring widths were measured to

the nearest 0.001 mm using a Velmex TA Tree-Ring measuring

system. In the Arctica and blue oak datasets, dead individuals

from the ocean or forest floor had been collected to extend the

chronology as far back in time as possible. However, we felt it

was unrealistic that dead-collected material could be accu-

rately crossdated into a chronology that contains dating errors,

as is simulated here. The same was true for several geoduck

that had distorted edges in which the most recent decades

could not be crossdated. Thus, only live-collected samples

with increments that could be measured to the most recent

years of growth were retained. The extent to which dating

errors compromise the ability to crossdate dead-collected

material is more fully addressed later in the study.

Upon completion of visual crossdating and growth-incre-

ment measurement, crossdating was statistically verified

using the computer program COFECHA in which the high-

frequency growth pattern of each measurement time series

was isolated and cross-correlated with the average growth

pattern of all others in the sample set (Holmes, 1983; Grissino-

Mayer, 2001). Any low (P > 0.01) correlations pointed to a

possible dating error and any such samples were re-inspected.

The mean correlation between each measurement time series

and the average of all others was reported as the series inter-

correlation, which is a common metric of dating accuracy and

growth synchrony (Grissino-Mayer, 2001; Speer, 2010).

All five species exhibited age-related growth declines,

which were removed by fitting each individual with a

negative exponential, negative linear function, or horizontal

line and then dividing observed by predicted values. Detrend-

ing standardized each set of measurements to a mean of one

and helped stabilize variance, which also tended to decline

with age. All detrending was conducted in the computer pro-

gram ARSTAN (Cook & Holmes, 1986; Cook & Krusic, 2005;

LDEO, 2015). The Expressed Population Signal (EPS) was

used to quantify how well the chronology developed from a

given number of samples (trees, fish, or bivalves) represents

the theoretical population (Wigley et al., 1984). Its calculation

involves the number of samples contributing to a chronology

(n) and the mean correlation among these samples (�r) where

EPS = (n 9 �r)/((1 + (n�1)) �r). A higher �r (i.e., stronger syn-

chrony among samples) and greater sample depth can each

increase EPS. Albeit arbitrary, an EPS ≥ 0.85 is often used as a

threshold at which the chronology is considered sufficiently

robust for climate reconstruction. The EPS was especially use-

ful at demonstrating the loss of common signal from a

chronology as error rates increased.

Error simulation

Detrended measurement time series were pooled, and an

average of one error per 100 rings (1% rate) was applied after

which a second analysis was conducted where an average of

five errors per 100 rings (5% rate) was applied. Eighty percent

of these errors were designated as missing rings, and 20%

were designated as false rings. Thus, to simulate a 1% error

rate, 100 errors would be introduced into a dataset with

10 000 ring-width index values, 80 of which would be missing

rings and 20 of which would be false rings. Missing rings were

simulated by combining the selected increment with the one

immediately prior, and then shifting forward by one calendar

year all preceding increments in the measurement time series.

In the absence of crossdating, unusually narrow and locally

absent rings tend to be missed with the greatest frequency. To

simulate this effect, the lowest percentile of ring-width index

values was assigned approximately four times the chance of

being missed, decreasing to approximately twice the chance of

being missed for those ring-width index values in the fifth

percentile. All other ring width index values had a random

chance of being missed.

Table 1 Growth-increment data attributes

Species N individuals* N meas time ser.†
Mean

Span‡ Length§ SIC¶

Blue oak 62 74 1787–2003 136 0.84

Douglas-fir 30 30 1266–2006 664 0.57

Arctica 14 14 1926–2009 82 0.73

Geoduck 34 17 1924–2002 52 0.74

Splitnose rockfish 70 70 1931–2007 37 0.58

*Number of individuals.

†Number of measurement time series.

‡Span of the final chronology with a minimum of five individuals contributing.

§Mean length (years) of the measurement time series.

¶Mean series intercorrelation as calculated by COFECHA.
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False rings were simulated by dividing the selected incre-

ment in half to form two increments and then shifting back-

ward by one calendar year all preceding increments in the

measurement time series. Growth-increment boundaries are

generally the most challenging to interpret in early biological

age, and this is therefore where false rings (or ‘checks’ as false

rings are termed in sclerochronology) most commonly occur

(Schulman, 1939; Black et al., 2008b; Butler et al., 2009; Copen-

heaver et al., 2010; Edmondson, 2010). To simulate this effect,

the first ring-width index values of the measurement time ser-

ies were assigned approximately four times the chance of

being identified as false, decreasing exponentially through the

first hundred years. All ring-width index values more than

100 years into the time series had a random chance of being

identified as false. Many individuals, especially fish and

bivalves, were <100 years old, but this approach still provided

a means by which to weight initial growth with a relatively

higher amount of false rings. Overall, it should be noted that

true missing (locally absent) or false rings were not necessarily

present in these datasets. The goal was to simulate the ten-

dency to skip rings that may actually be present or add rings

that were not present, as can often occur in the absence of

crossdating and careful interpretation of the wood or carbon-

ate structures. Past experience suggests that unusually narrow

increments tend to be skipped while false additions tend to

occur in wide rings.

In total, one hundred iterations of the error simulation

program were performed for each dataset. The 100 ensemble

‘error’ chronologies were averaged into a composite chronol-

ogy that highlighted the mean effect of dating errors. Proba-

bility density functions were calculated for the values of

each crossdated and composite error chronology using kernel

density estimation. All error simulations and probability den-

sity function analysis were conducted in the program SAS v.

9.4, SAS Institute, Inc. Cary, NC. Cross-wavelet coherence

analysis (Grinsted et al., 2004) was used to compare the cor-

rectly crossdated chronology with the composite chronolo-

gies at 1% and 5% error rates. Roughly analogous to

correlation, the cross-wavelet plot illustrates coherence and

phase between two time series as a function of both time

and frequency. Wavelet analysis was performed using

MatLab, MathWorks, Natick, MA.

Climate–growth relationships and detection of extreme
events

The crossdated chronologies and the error composite

chronologies were next related to instrumental climate

records. Three species were chosen based on previous studies

that had demonstrated strong climate–growth relationships.

Pacific geoduck (Strom et al., 2004; Black et al., 2009) was cor-

related with the leading principal component of mean annual

sea surface temperatures from lighthouse stations along the

British Columbia coast (Black et al., 2009) as well as Hadley

ISST 1° gridded mean annual sea surface temperature. Split-

nose rockfish (Black et al., 2011, 2014) was correlated with

mean January through March upwelling index averaged

across 36°N and 39°N as well as mean January through March

1° gridded Hadley ISST sea surface temperature. Blue oak

(Stahle et al., 2013) was correlated with prior December

through current February NOAA NCDC CA Divisions 5 and 7

precipitation as well as 1° gridded Hadley prior December

through current February precipitation. Correlation analysis

with gridded Hadley data was performed in the KNMI Cli-

mate Explorer (Trouet & Van Oldenborgh, 2013).

The extent to which dating error degraded the ability to

detect extreme events was evaluated using the blue oak data-

set. First, the crossdated chronology and each of the 100 error

chronologies at the 1% and then 5% error rates were normal-

ized to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. An

extreme event was defined as any period in which the normal-

ized crossdated chronology exceeded a value of plus or minus

two. The percentage of error chronologies that also exceeded

two (correct detection) was calculated as was the percentage

of error chronologies that exceeded two during other calendar

years (false positives).

Addition of ‘floating’ material

Samples with an unknown date of death (‘floating’ measure-

ment time series) can be crossdated into a chronology gener-

ated from live-collected individuals, assuming there is

sufficient overlap in time. In trees and bivalves, this approach

has been used to develop chronologies that greatly exceed the

life span of an individual (Pilcher et al., 1984; Ferguson et al.,

1985; Becker, 1993; Friedrich et al., 2004; Scourse et al., 2006;

Butler et al., 2013). Here, we examine the extent to which dat-

ing errors reduce the ability to correctly place floating samples

in time using the blue oak, geoduck, and Douglas-fir datasets.

Three samples were selected for each species, spanning 1691–
1885, 1787–1890, and 1732–1867 for blue oak, 1917–1969, 1918–
1959, and 1922–1971 for geoduck, and 1350–1450 for all three

Douglas-fir. The three blue oak samples were dead collected

while the three geoduck samples were live collected, but from

individuals with edges so distorted that the most recent dec-

ades could not be crossdated or measured. None of these blue

oak or geoduck samples had been included in the master

chronologies used for error simulation. There were no dead-

collected individuals for Douglas-fir, so three measurement

time series included in the original simulation analysis were

used. However, the simulation analysis was re-run three

times, each excluding one of the three measurement time ser-

ies to avoid comparing a measurement time series with itself.

The crossdated chronology, each of the 100 chronologies

generated with a 1% error rate, each of the 100 chronologies

generated with a 5% error rate, and the three floating mea-

surement time series were detrended using splines with 50%

frequency cutoff at 20 years, which isolated high-frequency

variability. A correlation coefficient was calculated between

each of three detrended floating samples and (i) the

crossdated chronology, (ii) each of the 100 chronologies gener-

ated with a 1% error rate, and (iii) each of the 100 chronologies

generated with a 5% error rate. Correlations were also calcu-

lated from plus or minus one to plus and minus 20-year lags

from the floating sample’s correct (lag 0) position in time. A

clear, unambiguous peak correlation occurring at lag 0 would

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Global Change Biology, 22, 2582–2595
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provide compelling evidence that a floating time series had

been correctly placed in time. Note that errors were not

induced into the floating time series to provide a conservative,

best-case scenario.

Results

Data properties varied widely among species; time ser-

ies length for Douglas-fir was an order of magnitude

longer than that of splitnose rockfish (Table 1). Also,

the degree of synchrony among measurement time ser-

ies, as indexed by the series intercorrelation, varied

widely from a minimum of 0.58 to a maximum of 0.84

(Table 1). The introduction of error profoundly masked

synchrony, as illustrated by a single iteration of the 5%

error simulation in which close alignment of the

crossdated measurement time series was almost com-

pletely lost (Fig. 1a, b). The full ensemble of 100 error

chronologies and their mean (the composite chronol-

ogy) further illustrated the loss of accuracy, especially

in high-frequency domains (Fig. 1c). Indeed, this com-

posite chronology became increasingly smoothed and

forward-offset (shifted toward the right) as the inner-

most date of 1787 was approached (Fig. 1c).

The smoothing effects of dating inaccuracy were

greatest at the 5% rate, and in the earliest portions of

the longest datasets, notably Douglas-fir (Fig. 2b).

Impacts of dating errors were also still apparent at the

1% rate, and even in the shorter-lived bivalve and fish

species (Fig. 2). This was most evident in years with

extreme values, for example, 1998 in splitnose rockfish

or 1941 in geoduck. In these cases, variance in the error

composite chronologies was muted relative to the

crossdated chronology, and these impacts were most

pronounced early in the dataset (Fig. 2). Probability

density functions provided another means by which to

illustrate how extreme values were lost and distribu-

tions became increasingly centered on a value of one as

error increased (Fig. 2). As another consequence of

error, the percentage of correctly dated measurement

time series diminished back through time, dropping

below 50% in just a few decades (Fig. 2).

Cross-wavelet analysis more fully quantified the off-

sets between the crossdated and composite chronolo-

gies, as well as the specific wavelengths involved. For

blue oak, Douglas-fir, and the two bivalve chronolo-

gies, the crossdated and 5% error composite chronolo-

gies were largely coherent over recent decades

(Fig. 3). By the mid-20th century, differences between

the two became evident in the higher-frequency

domains (<4 years), eventually extending into lower-

frequency domains (8–16 years) farther back in time.

This was especially true for Douglas-fir, which accu-

mulated errors over its 700-year span that affected

even the very low-frequency variability (>100 years)

(Fig. 3b). Note that in the early portions of the Dou-

glas-fir dataset (1200s–1400s), the wavelet analysis

identified signals common to both the crossdated and

error composite chronologies. However, most of these

were out of phase with one another, as illustrated by

left-facing arrows. The error chronology had become

offset to the extent that low-frequency signals were

the inverse of those in the crossdated chronology

(Fig. 3b). In contrast to the other datasets, the

crossdated and error composite chronology for split-

nose rockfish differed across a range of wavelengths

in the most recent decades, especially 1975–2005
(Fig. 3e). For all species, differences between the cross-

dated and error composite chronology were less pro-

nounced at the 1% error rate (Fig. S1).

Error reduced EPS relative to each crossdated

chronology, and the decrease in EPS became more pro-

nounced farther back through time (Fig. S2). Effects

were most evident at the 5% error level, but even the

1% error rate caused EPS to prematurely drop below a

value of 0.85 (Fig. S2). This loss of synchronous,

high-frequency signal resulted in significantly lower

correlations with climate variables (Fig. 4). In blue oak,

geoduck, and splitnose rockfish, the correlations

between climate and 1% or 5% error chronologies were

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Crossdated and error chronologies for blue oak. (a) The

mean chronology and crossdated measurement time series for

blue oak. (b) The same blue oak measurement time series with a

5% error rate in dating. Black line is the resulting 5% error

chronology. (c) The 5% error simulation was run 100 times, and

each of the 100 mean chronologies is shown, as is their compos-

ite mean (black line) and the correctly dated chronology from

Panel (a) (blue line).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2 The correctly dated chronology and the composite chronology as averaged across 100 simulation runs at 1% and 5% error rates.

The probability density functions of growth-increment index (GI) values are also shown for each of the three chronologies. Lower panel

is percentage of correctly dated measurement time series, as averaged across 100 simulation runs at 1% and 5% error rates. (a) Blue

oak, (b) Douglas-fir, (c) Arctica, (d) geoduck, and (e) splitnose rockfish. Note that the x and y axes vary for each chronology.
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significantly (P < 0.05) lower than the correlations

between climate and the crossdated chronology

(Fig. 4a–c). The reduction in correlation was somewhat

subtle at the 1% level, but was much more severe at the

5% rate (Fig. 4a–c). This loss of signal at the 5% error

rate was also apparent in gridded climate datasets for

which the intensity and extent of correlations was

markedly reduced in comparison with the crossdated

chronology (Fig. 4d–i). Moreover, the ability to identify

extreme events was severely compromised (Fig. 5).

Although data with a 1% error rate successfully cap-

tured extreme events after approximately 1850, there

was a high number of false positives that would have

induced considerable inaccuracy in any reconstruction

(Fig. 5b). There was no ability to correctly identify

extremes at the 5% error rate (Fig. 5c).

Errors also reduced the ability to exactly place ‘float-

ing’ samples in time. For each of the three species

examined, correlations between the crossdated chronol-

ogy and each of the three floating samples rose to a

sharp, well-defined peak at their correct placement in

time at lag zero (Fig. S3). With the exception of geo-

duck, correlations between the floating time series and

the 1% error chronologies were reduced in comparison

with correlations with the crossdated chronology

(Fig. S3 a, c, e). These effects were strongly evident at

the 5% error rate for which correlations were consider-

ably lower and no clear peak occurred at any lag

(Fig. S3 b, d, f).

Discussion

Estimates of error rates in the absence of crossdating

Dating errors profoundly muted and also blurred in

time the synchronous environmental patterns con-

tained within the original growth-increment data.

Overall, the error rates used to generate these results
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Fig. 3 Cross-wavelet analysis of the crossdated chronology and the mean of 100 simulation runs at a 5% error rate for (a) blue oak, (b)

Douglas-fir, (c) Arctica, (d) geoduck, and (e) splitnose rockfish. Color represents signal power, and the arrows indicate the direction of

the correlation (right pointing = positively phased; left pointing = negatively phased). Contours show significant relationships at the

P < 0.05 level in comparison with a red noise spectrum. Shaded areas are a cone of influence in which edge effects are present.
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were probably conservative, although error frequency

is rarely reported in the literature. Studies that do not

employ crossdating have no basis with which to gauge

error rates while those that do employ crossdating visu-

ally eliminate errors before they can be quantified.

However, some general estimates are available. In an

earlier study, 27 Arctica from the Maine site were found

to have an average error rate of 4% (ranging from 0 to
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Fig. 4 Climate–chronology relationships. (a, d, g) Correlation coefficient between climate and the correctly dated chronology (no error);

also mean and 99% confidence interval for the correlation between climate and each of the 100 simulation runs at 1% error rates (1%),

and 5% error rates (5%). (a) Correlations between blue oak and winter (prior December–February) precipitation in NOAA NCDC CA

divisions 5 and 7. Correlations between gridded winter precipitation and (b) the correctly dated blue oak chronology and (c) the blue

oak composite 5% error chronology. (d) Correlations between the geoduck chronology and British Columbia sea surface temperatures

(SST). Correlations between gridded mean annual SST and (e) the correctly dated geoduck chronology and, (f) the geoduck composite

5% error chronology. (g) Correlations between splitnose rockfish and winter upwelling averaged across 36°N and 39°N. Correlations

between gridded winter SST (an index of upwelling) and the (h) correctly dated splitnose chronology, and (i) the splitnose composite

5% error chronology.
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27%) when measured without crossdating (Griffin,

2012). In another example, error rates in geoduck ring

counts almost always exceed 5% and could be as high

as 30% in older (>100 years) individuals (Black et al.,

2008b), comparable to or higher than the rates used in

the present analysis. In general, these error rates cited

for Arctica and geoduck are almost certainly best-case

scenarios given that they involved well-prepared sam-

ples and experienced researchers.

Equivalent data were not readily available for trees,

although frequencies of false rings or locally absent

rings may provide some minimum error estimates.

Locally absent rings occur when an increment does not

form around the full circumference of the bole in

response to stressful conditions (Speer, 2010). Among

datasets available through the International Tree-Ring

Databank, an average 1 of 240 rings is absent, but this

rate varies by species and latitude with maximum val-

ues in the southwestern United States (2% absent, on

average) or in trees of the genus Pinus (0.8% absent, on

average) (St George et al., 2013). This estimate may be

conservative as not all investigators use the same nota-

tion to indicate absent rings in their measurement time

series (St George et al., 2013). Rates can be much higher

in the case of suppression or disease (Gutsell & John-

son, 2002; Black et al., 2008a). False rings are generally

caused by a stressful period during the growing season

and can be distinguished through crossdating and care-

ful inspection of wood anatomy (Speer, 2010). Rates

vary greatly among species and site, and in extreme

cases, false rings can occur in as many as a third

(Copenheaver et al., 2010; Palakit et al., 2012; Novak

et al., 2013, 2014) to 80% of all increments (Marchand &

Filion, 2012; Battipaglia et al., 2014). Without crossdat-

ing, locally absent rings and false rings would con-

tribute to the overall error rate, although additional

error would almost certainly occur. For example, geo-

duck did not have true missing increments, but were

consistently under-aged because increments were diffi-

cult to distinguish during periods of slow, suppressed

growth (Black et al., 2008b). Error rates in any species

would increase in the case of poor sample preparation

or reader inexperience.

Ultimately, the goal of this analysis was not to quan-

tify error rates in studies performed without crossdat-

ing, but to demonstrate the effects of errors at what

were likely conservative rates. The details of how those

errors were inserted into measurement time series were

likely unimportant to the results, although we

attempted to follow rules that were as realistic as possi-

ble based on our experience. In practice, the probability

of adding a ‘check’ is generally greatest early in life and

the probability of skipping a ring is greatest for narrow

increments. Moreover, errors can occur while interpret-

ing the partially formed increment at the known year of

death, even in species with relatively clear increment

patterns (Matta et al., 2010). Also, increments are more

often skipped than falsely added, resulting in consis-

tent under-aging (Black et al., 2008b), which was why

80% of errors were designated as missing rings in these

simulations. Yet regardless of the ratio of skipped to

false rings, frame-shifts in the measurement time series

will attenuate the synchronous growth pattern and

accumulate with increasing effect back through time.

Under the rules applied here, the high percentage of

missed rings right-shifted the error chronologies for-

ward in time while a majority of false rings would have

left-shifted error chronologies backward in time. Either

way, high-frequency followed by low-frequency vari-

ability would be diminished or lost.

Species-specific results

Although the general effects were similar, error had

somewhat different consequences in each of the five

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5 Effects of error on detection of extremes defined as val-

ues >2 standard deviations from the mean. (a) Blue oak

crossdated chronology normalized to a mean of zero and stan-

dard deviation of one. Five years exceed 2 standard deviations

(extend into gray-shaded area): 1801, 1826, 1838, 1868, and 1937.

(b) Percentage of 100 simulation runs at 1% dating error rate

that correctly identify an extreme event; also, the percentage of

runs that falsely detect an extreme event (false positives). (c)

Results at the 5% dating error rate.
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species surveyed. For example, EPS in Douglas-fir did

not steadily decline back through time, but oscillated

from the 1300s through the 1700s. This was almost cer-

tainly due to synchronous low-frequency patterns that

could have temporarily increased EPS, including sharp,

decadal-length suppressions consistent with the effects

of insect outbreaks (Swetnam et al., 1995; Flower et al.,

2014). Another example was the unusually pronounced

difference between the splitnose crossdated and error

composite chronologies from approximately 1975

through the end of the record. Synchrony among these

individuals was strongly driven by unusually narrow

increments associated with potent El Ni~no events

(Black et al., 2011, 2014), two of which (1983 and 1998)

occurred in relatively quick succession late in the 20th

century. These extremes were prone to being heavily

muted in the event of dating errors, markedly reducing

chronology accuracy and the magnitude of climate–
growth relationships.

Consequences of dating errors

In the examples developed here, dating errors pro-

foundly diminished relationships between chronologies

and environmental time series. This would complicate

efforts to identify key climatic drivers of growth, infor-

mation critical to understanding species ecology and

for targeting variables for environmental reconstruc-

tion. Dating errors can lead to an underestimation of

the importance of climate as a determinant of interan-

nual variability in tree growth (Fig. 4) with implications

for assessing the relative role and interaction of climate

change, management, and disturbances on current and

projected forest productivity (Boisvenue & Running,

2006). In this context, errors can propagate through the

application of model-data assimilation and allometric

relations and thus increase uncertainty in the character-

ization of interacting climate and ecological influences

(Becknell et al., 2015). This is particularly relevant when

estimating the potential of global forest ecosystems to

function as carbon cycle source or sink under future cli-

mate change and thus when determining potential

future forest-climate feedback mechanisms (Bonan,

2008).

Even if significant climate correlations are identified,

as could happen in the event of low error rates, any

estimates of variability prior to the start of the instru-

mental records could be highly inaccurate and could

hamper accurate reconstruction of past climate. Accu-

mulating error would give the illusion of a ‘smoother’

climate signal as high-frequency variability is increas-

ingly attenuated back through time. Moreover, extreme

events would be lost, and variance may appear to rise

over time as the reconstruction progresses from low-

frequency variability in the early years to a combination

of low- and high-frequency variability in the most

recent years. Verifying reconstruction accuracy com-

monly involves a regression between the chronology

and the instrumental record over the latter half of the

interval shared by the two time series, and then testing

that relationship using the independent, withheld data

from the most recent half (or vice versa) (Fritts, 1976).

This assessment of skill could be compromised by a

steady decline in chronology quality that more strongly

affects the early half of the data. Finally, if the rate of

missed rings does not equal that of falsely added rings,

reconstructions and the events they record will likely

become offset in time. For example, major suppressions

in Douglas-fir that occurred in the 1300s and 1400s

were offset by as much as a decade at the 5% error rate

(Fig. 2b). Additionally, age estimates would be biased;

in an example from geoduck chronic under-aging

‘smeared’ what proved to be highly episodic

recruitment events and underestimated the longevity of

individuals at the site (Black et al., 2008b). Thus,

crossdating is important not just for retaining high-fre-

quency phenomena, but also for estimating population

age structure or reconstructing major disturbance

events that leave profound, multiyear growth signa-

tures. In all cases, such information is critical to estimat-

ing trends in central tendency and variance.

Importance of crossdating

Crossdating is a process of repeated hypothesis testing

that resolves misidentifications in the growth-incre-

ment series by comparing synchronous patterns among

individuals from a given species and site. If a micro-

ring, false ring, or locally absent ring is suspected, its

presence can be tested by assessing whether the growth

pattern has become offset by a year relative to that in

the other samples, and then further confirmed by care-

fully re-examining the problematic increment. The chal-

lenge is identifying the synchronous pattern through

individual-level variability and allowing the balance of

evidence to guide the hypothesis testing process.

Although crossdating generally involves increment

width, other synchronous anatomical or chemical prop-

erties may be employed including false rings, frost

rings, distinct earlywood or latewood signatures, lumi-

nance, density, isotopic, or geochemical composition

(Hendy et al., 2003; Roden, 2008; Anchukaitis & Evans,

2010; DeLong et al., 2014). Importantly, crossdating is

first and foremost a visual process that cannot yet be

automated with computer programs. If the vast major-

ity of samples have been visually crossdated correctly,

then the contrast between the synchronous, population-

wide signal, and those few remaining samples that
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have errors will be maximized. In so doing, statistical

analysis has the greatest power to identify these few

dating mistakes. However, even if a sample is flagged

by a quality-control program such as COFECHA, the

final decision as to whether it is correctly dated can

only be made upon visual re-inspection of the growth-

increment structure (Grissino-Mayer, 2001).

When properly implemented, crossdating ensures

that all increments are correctly placed in time, unlock-

ing the power to fully integrate chronologies across

species or sites, instrumental climate records, or other

observational physical or biological time series (Black,

2009; Black et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2012). Such

analyses reveal how climate drives growth within and

among species and its capacity to synchronize across

broad spatial scales or across terrestrial, freshwater,

and marine ecosystems (Rypel et al., 2009; Black et al.,

2014). With crossdating, dead-collected or archival

material can also be included to extend annually

resolved environmental histories over multiple cen-

turies or millennia (Pilcher et al., 1984; Becker, 1993).

Crossdating limitations

Crossdating has important limitations. There must be a

synchronous, annual signal in some attribute of the

increment structure; increments that cannot be

resolved, that do not vary from year to year, or that do

not form on periodic (e.g., annual) timescales cannot be

crossdated. Crossdating also requires adequate replica-

tion to ensure that the synchronous pattern is fully evi-

dent through individual-level ‘noise’ and to ensure

correct dating in the event that a large percentage of

samples has a growth irregularity (e.g., a false or locally

absent ring) in a given year (Fritts, 1976; Wigley et al.,

1984; Butler et al., 2009). Beyond its role in crossdating,

replication is also necessary to ensure that the final

growth-increment chronology faithfully captures the

environmental signals that are the target of the

reconstruction (Wigley et al., 1984; Lough, 2004).

In a sample set from a given species and site that dis-

plays interannual variability, crossdating and assign-

ment of the correct calendar year of formation can be

reasonably assumed if there is synchrony among indi-

viduals. This may be further corroborated by coherence

across multiple species or sites, and if the chronologies

correlate to climate in a way that is consistent with their

ecology (Stahle, 1999). Radiometric techniques can pro-

vide independent validation of increment periodicity

and crossdating, with, for example, the time-specific

pulse of 14C fallout (‘bomb carbon’) following nuclear

testing in the late 1950s and early 1960s (Stahle, 1999;

Helser et al., 2012; Scourse et al., 2012). Yet even with

networks of crossdated chronologies, it has been

hypothesized that errors could remain in the event of a

widespread and therefore unrecognized locally absent

ring (Mann et al., 2012). While this hypothesis has been

refuted (Anchukaitis et al., 2012; Esper et al., 2013;

St George et al., 2013) and is very unlikely in a large,

well-replicated dataset, this possibility cannot be

excluded by crossdating alone. Advances in detecting

global- or hemispheric-scale cosmogenic pulses in 14C

as occurred in 774/5 AD may provide a novel tool with

which to independently validate annual accuracy in

millennial-length chronologies (Fowler, 2015).

As the purview of crossdating expands into animal

growth increments, new challenges arise. One of the

most notable is that otoliths, shells, or other calcium

carbonate structures do not have cellular structure,

which in trees can aid in identifying false rings or other

anatomical anomalies. Also, many of the animals used

for crossdating are not sessile and could move across

regions of contrasting climate regimes over the

course of a lifetime, which could complicate attempts to

crossdate (Ong et al., 2015). Difference between sexes,

especially with respect to reproductive output or

changing environmental requirements from juvenile to

adult life stages, may also be important. Finally, the rel-

atively short life span (20 < years) of many animal spe-

cies limits the temporal pattern available to crossdate.

Even if all samples are live collected, there is little

power to evaluate synchrony, let alone add individuals

with unknown dates of death. Finally, fish otoliths in

particular can be highly ‘complacent’ with minimal

year-to-year variability.

There is no substitution for visually matching pat-

terns among samples and crossdating must be applied

whenever possible. However, multidecadal chronolo-

gies can still be constructed from short-lived species

using archives in which collection dates are known for

all samples (Black et al., 2013; Morrongiello & Thresher,

2015). This strategy could be expanded tremendously

given century-long collections housed at various fishery

agencies around the world (Morrongiello et al., 2012).

Also, in the case of complacent sample sets, large num-

bers of individuals can be measured to maximize com-

mon signal and generate highly climate-sensitive

chronologies (Rountrey et al., 2014; Ong et al., 2015).

The point at which a sample set is too complacent or

short-lived to be considered truly crossdated is difficult

to quantify. However, it is clear that new criteria for

estimating chronology quality and the impacts of error

will be necessary as these types of studies proliferate,

especially considering the compelling results they can

produce. Minimal guidelines could include very high

sample replication and accurate characterization of

uncertainties driven in part by the dating errors

explored in this study. Moreover, there may be cases
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where increment widths are relatively complacent, but

chemical or isotope signatures are synchronous and

allow for greater confidence in ensuring correct calen-

dar dating (Roden, 2008).

In summary, dating errors impact chronology qual-

ity and underscore the importance of crossdating to

preserve signal strength and the frequency and sever-

ity of extreme events, especially in high-frequency

domains. The examples addressed here are all annual

in periodicity, although it is possible that crossdating

could be applied at other timescales with for example

the daily increments formed in many bivalve and fish

species (House & Farrow, 1968; Morales-Nin, 2000).

Crossdating is also relevant to proxy types other than

growth increments including ice cores, varves, and

speleothems, although perhaps the greatest limitation

is that replicates can be relatively difficult and expen-

sive to obtain (Comboul et al., 2014). Where multiple

ice core or varved samples have been acquired, syn-

chrony is apparent among supra-annual features such

as turbidites or volcanic ash horizons, although ero-

sion, compression, and an inability to match proper-

ties of each layer can complicate efforts to establish

full annual resolution (Weinheimer & Biondi, 2003;

Vinther et al., 2006). Speleothem records have been

correlated to one another within and among caves or

with other proxies (Trouet et al., 2009), although

efforts to fully crossdate them to annual resolution

have rarely been attempted (Baker et al., 2015), and

they mostly prove difficult to verify against annually

resolved climate records (Betancourt et al., 2002;

Asmerom & Polyak, 2004). In comparison with

growth-increment data, these proxies often provide

much greater temporal depth and occur in environ-

ments where growth increments are unavailable, with

for example the polar ice caps. Crossdating may

prove useful under the correct circumstances and

may be facilitated with greater sample depth. Ulti-

mately, however, crossdating is clearly practical

across a wide and rapidly broadening range of data

types, and the diversity of these annually resolved

records will not only facilitate multiproxy environ-

mental reconstructions, but also attempts to better

understand ecosystem-level responses to climate forc-

ing.
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the
online version of this article:

Figure S1. Cross-wavelet analysis of the crossdated chronol-
ogy and the mean of 100 simulation runs at a 1% error rate
for blue oak, Douglas-fir, Arctica, geoduck, and splitnose
rockfish.
Figure S2. Sample depth (number of individuals) and the
expressed population signal (EPS) for the correctly dated
chronology, and the mean of 100 simulation runs at 1% and
5% error rates for blue oak, Douglas-fir, Arctica, geoduck,
and splitnose rockfish.
Figure S3. Correlation coefficient between each of three
‘floating’ samples of unknown death date and master
chronologies that have no dating error, 1% error rates, and
5% error rates.
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